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To provide an overview of the current state of the art of heat transfer augmentation schemes employed for internal cooling of turbine
blades and components, results from an extensive literature review are presented with data from internal cooling channels, both
with and without rotation. According to this survey, a very small number of existing investigations consider the use of combination
devices for internal passage heat transfer augmentation. Examples are rib turbulators, pin fins, and dimples together, a combination
of pin fins and dimples, and rib turbulators and pin fins in combination. The results of such studies are compared with data obtained
prior to 2003 without rotation influences. Those data are comprised of heat transfer augmentation results for internal cooling
channels, with rib turbulators, pin fins, dimpled surfaces, surfaces with protrusions, swirl chambers, or surface roughness. This
comparison reveals that all of the new data, obtained since 2003, collect within the distribution of globally averaged data obtained
from investigations conducted prior to 2003 (without rotation influences). The same conclusion in regard to data distributions is also
reached in regard to globally averaged thermal performance parameters as they vary with friction factor ratio. These comparisons,
made on the basis of such judgment criteria, lead to the conclusion that improvements in our ability to provide better spatiallyaveraged thermal protection have been minimal since 2003. When rotation is present, existing investigations provide little evidence
of overall increases or decreases in overall thermal performance characteristics with rotation, at any value of rotation number,
buoyancy parameter, density ratio, or Reynolds number. Comparisons between existing rotating channel experimental data and
the results obtained prior to 2003, without rotation influences, also show that rotation has little effect on overall spatially-averaged
thermal performance as a function of friction factor.

1. Introduction
The techniques employed to enhance convective heat transfer
rates for internal cooling of turbine airfoils of gas turbine
engines include rib turbulators, pin fins, dimpled surfaces,
surfaces with arrays of protrusions, swirl chambers, and
surface roughness [1]. According to Ligrani et al. [1], all
of these devices act to increase secondary flows and turbulence levels to enhance mixing, in some cases, to form
coherent fluid motions in the form of streamwise-oriented
vortices. Such vortices and secondary flows not only act to
increase secondary advection of heat away from surfaces,
but also to increase three-dimensional turbulence production
by increasing shear and creating gradients of velocity over
significant flow volumes. These then give larger magnitudes

of turbulence transport over larger portions of the flow fields.
All of the devices mentioned also provide some heat transfer
augmentation by increasing surface areas for convective
heat transfer. The overall objective for such internal cooling
technologies is optimal thermal protection with minimal
use of coolant air with coolant mass flow rates as small
as possible, and minimal pressure drop penalties within
coolant passages. Appropriate levels of thermal protection
are quantified by sufficiently low absolute temperature levels,
as well as relatively uniform temperature distributions, as
characterized by sufficiently small temperature gradients
within solid components.
Figure 1 shows a typical internal cooling arrangement for
a multipass turbine blade from Han et al. [2, 3]. With such
an arrangement, the cooling air enters the airfoil through the
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Figure 1: Typical internal cooling arrangement for a multipass
turbine blade from Han et al. [2, 3].

blade root and then passes through one of several internal
passages. As a result of the blade shape, the cooling passages
at many locations are generally confined, and are therefore,
difficult to cool. Such cooling passages also generally utilize complex cross-sectional shapes, because they must be
compatible with the external contours of the turbine airfoils.
Features that provide the highest heat transfer coefficients for
a given flow rate are required in the leading and trailing edge
cavities of airfoils that may or may not be film cooled. The
leading edge geometry is characterized by a small coolant
metal area to hot gas metal area ratio, while a thin trailing
edge creates geometric constraints on passage sizes and
accessibility for cooling air. For this reason, impingement
cooling and swirl chambers are typically employed near the
leading edge of the airfoil, either together or individually,
and pin fins, and more complex rib turbulator shapes are
typically found near the trailing edge regions of the airfoil. Rib
turbulators, or turbulence promoters, are also located in passages near the mid-chord parts of the airfoil. Dimples and/or
shaped roughness elements are also sometimes employed
in all interior parts of airfoils, either by themselves or in
conjunction with other devices. After passing over or through
these devices, the cooling air then either exits through film
cooling holes, or though exit passages which lead to another
part of the airfoil.

Numerous and important constraint requirements are
imposed upon the development of internal cooling configurations for gas turbine engines, such as the arrangement
presented in Figure 1. This is a consequence of the complexity
and sophistication of turbine component design. Satisfying
these constraints requires simultaneous consideration of
a variety of multidisciplinary technological issues. These
include manufacturing, available volume space, airfoil shape,
airfoil surface cooling requirements, aerodynamic losses,
coolant availability, second law losses, and pressure drop
penalties, in addition to heat transfer and thermal considerations. As a result, the current trend for advanced turbine
component cooling design is a simultaneous development of
external thermal protection schemes, like film cooling, with
internal cooling technologies, including consideration of the
adjacent conjugate conduction variations in adjacent solid
components, as well as associated aerodynamic pressure loss
penalty issues. One way that designers, manufacturers, and
researchers attempt to meet these myriad requirements is
development of internal cooling technologies which employ
combinations of different devices together within one coolant
passage. Examples include Murata et al. [4] who employ rib
turbulators, pin fins, and dimples together, Rao et al. [5] who
utilize a combination of pin fins, and dimples, and Siw et
al. [6] who use rib turbulators and pin fins in combination
within the same coolant passage.
One key objective of the present paper is discussion
of new internal passage heat transfer augmentation technologies, such as these, as they are employed for internal
cooling of turbine components of gas turbine engines. The
overall paper is presented in three major parts. Presented first
is a brief review of developments up to 2003, considering
investigations which do not include the effects of rotation. An
overview of more recent developments since 2003 (without
rotation issues considered) is presented next. The third and
final part of the paper then addresses the effects of rotation on
heat transfer augmentation technologies for internal cooling.
Included within the discussions are comparisons of
heat transfer augmentations, friction factor augmentations,
and thermal performance parameters provided by different
devices used for internal cooling of turbine airfoils, including
rib turbulators, pin fins, dimpled surfaces, surfaces with
arrays of protrusions, swirl chambers, and surface roughness.
To characterize the heat transfer augmentations, Nu/Nu𝑜 , the
ratio of the Nusselt number of the channel with augmenters
divided by the Nusselt number of a similar smooth channel
(at the same experimental conditions) is employed. Likewise,
the increase in pressure losses is represented by 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 , the
ratio of the friction factor measured in a channel with the
augmenters divided by the friction factor of a similar smooth
channel at the same experimental conditions. Such Nusselt
number and friction factor ratios provide means to compare
different techniques, as well as the performance of a given
technique at different experimental conditions.
The overall intent of the discussions and presentation
is development of improved cooling configurations, which
lead to overall improvements in overall gas turbine engine
efficiency, reliability, and durability. In addition, the area is
important because schemes for internal cooling of turbine
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airfoils can also be used in other devices, such as combustion chambers, air-conditioners, radiators, microscale heat
exchangers, macroscale heat exchangers, devices for electronics cooling, and biomedical devices, to name only a few.

2. Developments up to 2003
Within this part of the paper, heat transfer augmentation
technologies developed prior to 2003, generally without
consideration of rotation effects, are briefly summarized.
The discussion is presented in five parts: pin fin arrays,
dimpled surfaces, rib turbulators, swirl chambers, and overall
comparisons.
2.1. Pin Fin Arrays. When employed for internal cooling, pin
fins or pedestals are generally arranged into arrays and extend
between two opposite walls of an internal cooling passage.
Brigham and VanFossen [7] and Ligrani and Mahmood
[8] describe typical arrangements. According to Ligrani
et al. [1], pin fins are generally used in the parts of turbine
airfoils where higher levels of heat transfer augmentation are
required and where high pressure drops are tolerated, and in
many cases, even desired. Trailing edges of airfoils fall into
this category. High coolant Reynolds numbers, associated
with high coolant pressure levels, are desirable for heat
transfer. However, by the time the coolant reaches the trailing
edge, it has often acquired a significant amount of heat, and
the process of extracting heat from trailing edge components
is more challenging compared to other parts of the airfoil.
At the same time, manufacturing limitations on the width
of trailing edge slots prevent adequate restriction for the
coolant, thus requiring that the flow is metered upstream. Pin
fins or pedestals provide appropriate structural support near
the trailing edge and are effective for allowing the pressure
throughout most of the cooling circuit to remain high, while
providing the necessary restriction near the trailing edge, to
limit the coolant consumption to the desired level.
The large majority of existing pin fin investigations only
focus on heat or mass transfer. Considered are the influences
of pin geometry, pin materials, pin fin array configuration,
channel geometry, different Reynolds numbers, and other
parameters [12–15]. VanFossen [16] presents heat transfer
coefficients measured on circular pin fins made of different
materials, which are placed in rectangular cross-sectional
channels. Brigham and VanFossen [7] report large overall
heat transfer and mass transfer augmentations for circular pin
fins arranged in in-line and staggered arrays. Simoneau and
VanFossen [17] measure pin surface heat transfer coefficients
and streamwise turbulence intensities as the test section gas
temperature is changed. Later investigations by Lau et al.
[18] and McMillin and Lau [19] consider streamwise pressure
variations in a channel with circular pin fins. Chyu [20], Chyu
and Goldstein [21], and Chyu et al. [22] report local and
spatially averaged mass transfer coefficients for different pin
fin arrays, which provide evidence of large overall mass transfer augmentations for certain in-line and staggered circular
arrays. Grannis and Sparrow [23] numerically simulate the
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two-dimensional flow and pressure fields around diamondshaped pin fins. Olson [24] presents normalized pressure
drop and wall Nusselt number data as dependent upon
Reynolds number and wall heat flux magnitude.
The effects of different pin fin shapes on heat transfer
and flow in internal passages are considered by a number of
investigators [8, 20, 22, 23, 25–30]. A variety of pin fin shapes
are investigated, including circular [8, 20, 25–30], pins with
end-wall fillets [20], diamond [23, 25–27], three-dimensional
protruding elements [26], cubic [25, 26], and elliptical [28,
29]. Of these studies, the one described by Hwang and Lu [27]
is especially unique because three pin fin configurations, each
arranged in a staggered array, are considered in a trapezoidal
duct, both with and without lateral flow ejection.
In regard to pin fin flow structure, Chyu and Natarajan
[26] present mass transfer distributions and surface flow
streakline patterns (obtained using an oil-graphite technique)
around several different shapes of single protruding elements
placed on an endwall, including a cylinder, a cube, a diamond,
a pyramid, and a hemisphere. The vortices and mixing
present just downstream of pin fins are further elucidated
by results presented by Uzol and Camci [29]. According to
Won et al. [30], the most important features downstream of
an individual pin are two large vortex pairs, which are formed
by the blockage effects of the pin fins. The secondary flows
within and around these vortices are especially intense relative to other secondary flows which are present. Additional
description of the different flow structures which develop
near one endwall junction of one pin fin (as it is contained
within a pin array) is provided by Ligrani et al. [1], including
a typical surface Nusselt number ratio distribution, produced
on the endwall by these flow structures [8].
2.2. Dimpled Surfaces. Dimples are arrays of indentations
along surfaces. These are most commonly spherical in shape,
although a variety of other shapes have also been employed,
including triangular and tear-drop. Arrays of dimples are
beneficial method for internal cooling because they produce
multiple vortex pairs which augment local Nusselt number
distributions as they advect downstream. They are notable for
the low pressure drop penalties which they produce, which
is because they do not protrude into the flow to produce
significant amounts of form drag. With this benefit, dimples
offer advantages for cooling later turbine stages where lower
pressure cooling air is employed. They are also advantageous
because the pressure drop which they produce through
an airfoil passage is relatively low, which allows favorable
pressure margins to be maintained in parts of the airfoil
interior which are further downstream [1]. Another benefit is
dimple manufacture removes material from internal cooling
passage components, in contrast to rib turbulators and pin
fins, which require addition of extra material and weight.
One of the first published studies of the effects of
hemispherical dimples on flow structure and heat transfer is
described by Murzin et al. [31]. These investigators describe
the flow over and within shallow spherical depressions and
conclude that this flow is mostly symmetric, and consists of
a stable recirculatory flow inside of the depression. Gromov
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et al. [32] describe symmetric and nonsymmetric streamlines
and flow patterns produced by hemispherical cavities with
a variety of sizes. Cells of fluid motion are described in the
form of tightening spirals, helical streamlines, and horseshoe shaped vortices. Kesarev and Kozlov [33] present distributions of local heat transfer coefficients inside a single
hemispherical cavity, and indicate that the convective heat
transfer from the cavity is higher, especially on the downstream portion, than that from the surface of a plane circle of
the same diameter as the cavity diameter. Afanasyev et al. [34]
describe the heat transfer enhancement mechanism for flows
over walls indented with regular arrays of spherical pits with
several different shapes. Enhancements of 30–40 percent,
with pressure losses that are not increased appreciably relative
to a smooth surface, are reported. Belen’kiy et al. [35] describe
heat transfer intensification from a tube surface fitted with
a staggered array of concave dimples on surfaces annular
internal passages. Terekhov et al. [36] present experimental
measurements of flow structure, pressure fields, and heat
transfer in a channel with a single dimple on one surface.
Different magnitudes and frequencies of flow oscillations
are described, along with heat transfer and pressure loss
dependence on dimple geometry. From flow visualizations,
Zhak [37] describes a variety of vortex structures in different
shaped rectangular cavities. Schukin et al. [38] present results
which are directly applicable to gas turbine cooling, including
average heat transfer coefficients from the measurements
on a heated plate downstream of a single hemispherical
cavity in a diffuser channel and in a convergent channel.
Bearman and Harvey [39] investigate cross flows over cylindrical surfaces with an array of dimples. The geometry of
the dimples corresponds to the optimum concavity depth
found by Kimura and Tsutahara [40] for minimum drag
on cylinders. At high Reynolds numbers, significantly lower
drag coefficients are present with arrays of dimples compared
to smooth surfaces. Kithcart and Klett [41] compare heat
transfer and skin friction of flows over surfaces on one
wall of a rectangular channel with hemispherical dimples,
hemispherical protrusions, and rectangular protrusions. The
authors conclude that all three geometries produce similar
levels of heat transfer augmentation.
More recently, Chyu et al. [42] present data showing the
effects of Reynolds number on local heat transfer coefficient
distributions on surfaces imprinted with staggered arrays of
two different shapes of concavities: spherical and tear-drop.
Their measurements show distributions of heat transfer coefficients everywhere on surfaces which are significantly higher
than values in channels with smooth surfaces. Lin et al. [43]
present computational simulation results of the flow structure and resulting heat transfer distributions for the same
surface geometries and flow conditions. Flow streamlines
and temperature distributions are presented which provide
insight into the flow structural characteristics produced by
the dimples. Another study, described by Gortyshov et al.
[44], employs spherically shaped dimples, called spherical
intensifiers, placed at different relative positions on the
opposite sides of a narrow channel. The investigators observe
that an increase in relative dimple depth produces increases in
surface heat transfer rates, as well as increases in streamwise
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pressure penalties. Moon et al. [45] give heat transfer and
friction factor data, for ratios of channel height to dimple
print diameter from 0.37 to 1.49, that illustrate the effects
of channel height on a surface with a staggered pattern of
dimples. According to these investigators, improvements in
heat transfer intensification and pressure losses remain at
approximately constant levels over the ranges of Reynolds
number and channel height investigated. Chen et al. [46]
employ hemispherical-shaped protrusions on the insides of
tubes to augment surface heat transfer rates. Six different protrusion arrangements are employed, which increase
surface heat transfer rates above those present in smooth
tubes by 25 to 137 percent when compared at the same
Reynolds number. Data from Moon and Lau [47] are based on
measurements made only at a few discrete locations on their
test surface, whereas the other studies obtained results from
averages made from spatially-resolved results, measured over
continuous sections of test surfaces.
Mahmood et al. [48] and Ligrani et al. [1] describe the
mechanisms responsible for local and spatially averaged heat
transfer augmentations on flat channel surfaces with an array
of dimples along one wall. In the Mahmood et al. [48] study,
the ratio of channel height to dimple print diameter is 0.5.
Key flow features responsible for local heat transfer augmentations include (i) shedding of multiple vortex pairs from
dimples, (ii) the strong secondary fluid motions within these
vortex pairs and associated vortical fluid, (iii) shear layer
reattachment within each dimple, and (iv) periodicity and
unsteadiness associated with vortex pair shedding and the
flows within individual dimples, which is produced as flow is
ejected and then inrushes to each dimple. This unsteadiness
causes the thermal boundary layer which forms downstream
of individual dimples to be periodically reinitialized, and
increases flow mixing over length-scales approximately equal
to the dimple print diameter. The effects on thermal transport
are especially pronounced near downstream rims of dimples
as well as on flat surfaces downstream of and between dimples
[1]. Mahmood and Ligrani [49] consider the effects of the
ratio of inlet stagnation temperature to local surface temperature for ratios of channel height to dimple print diameter
of 0.20, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00. According to these authors,
visualized smoke patterns show that vortex pairs, which
are periodically shed from the dimples, become stronger
as the ratio of channel height to print diameter decreases.
However, regardless of the ratio of channel height to dimple
print diameter, local Nusselt numbers increase substantially
as the ratio of inlet stagnation temperature to local surface
temperature decreases.
Burgess and Ligrani [51] present spatially resolved Nusselt
numbers measured on the dimpled test surface placed on
one wall of a channel with a height to dimple print diameter
ratio of 1.0, and ratios of dimple depth to dimple print
diameter of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The opposite channel wall is
smooth. Reynolds number based on channel height for the
measurements is 20,000. According to these investigators,
lower Nusselt number ratios are located over the upstream
halves of the depressions. Local Nusselt number ratios are
then higher in the downstream halves. The highest values are
then located near the downstream rims of each dimple, both
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slightly within each depression, and on the flat surface just
downstream of each dimple. In general, spatially averaged
Nusselt number augmentations from dimples increase (at a
particular Reynolds number), as the ratio of dimple depth
to dimple print diameter increases from 0.1 to 0.3. However,
in application to component internal cooling, a limit often
exists regarding maximum allowable manufactured dimple
depth, and thus, dimple depth relative to the thickness of
associated turbine blade and vane material is an important
consideration. Consistent with the results of Kesarev and
Kozlov [33] and Schukin et al. [38], most local values in the
concave cavities are higher than values measured a smooth
channel at the same Reynolds number and temperature ratio.
Additional information on the flow structure due to dimple
depressions on a channel surface is provided by Ligrani et
al. [52]. Here, detailed descriptions of the behavior of the
primary and secondary vortex pairs, which are shed from
the dimples, are described. Most importantly, the locations
of the primary and secondary vortex pairs coincide closely
with locations where the normalized longitudinal Reynolds
normal stress is increased. Frequent, continuous, unsteady
interactions are also described between the flows in adjacent
dimples, where the frequency of the large-scale unsteadiness
scales on time-averaged bulk velocity and dimple print
diameter.
Mahmood et al. [53] and Ligrani et al. [54] consider
heat transfer and flow structure in a channel with dimples
and protrusions on opposite walls. Similar arrangements,
but only with measurements of friction factors and some
flow structural characteristics, are considered by Kithcart and
Klett [41]. According to Ligrani et al. [54], instantaneous
flow visualization images and surveys of time-averaged flow
structure show that the protrusions result in added vortical,
secondary flow structures, and flow mixing. As a result, local
friction factors and local Nusselt numbers are augmented
compared to a channel with no protrusions on the top
wall. Mahmood et al. [53] indicate that important Nusselt
number variations are observed as the array of protrusions
is changed with respect to the locations of the dimples. With
protrusions, form drag and channel friction are increased. As
a result, thermal performance parameters are then generally
slightly lower when protrusions and dimples are employed,
compared to a channel with a smooth-dimple arrangement.
Additional information on the flow structure resulting from
an array of surface dimples is provided by Ligrani et al. [1].
According to Isaev et al. [55], the flow inside of a spherical
indentation dimple is also quite complex, with nonsymmetric
flow patterns sometimes present, even though the dimple
is symmetric. According to these investigators, “large-scale
vortex rings, inside which particles perform reciprocating
motions are incorporated into the spiral flows outgoing from
singularities at the surface of the well.”
2.3. Rib Turbulators. Rib turbulators are often in the form of
rectangular cross-sectional bars mounted along the surface,
which are often angled with respect to the bulk flow direction.
Because they protrude into the flow, they act to trip the
flow, mix the flow, and also generate vortices and threedimensional velocity gradients. Rib turbulators or trip strips
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are general purpose heat transfer augmentors in cooled
airfoils. By varying the main geometric parameters, trip
strip height, channel blockage, orientation, and spacing, it
is possible to optimize the cooling scheme in such a way
that the airfoil mid-body is not overcooled, while providing
the necessary exit temperatures at the leading edge and
trailing edge where film cooling may be required [1]. Due
to casting limitations, ribs are rarely rectangular in crosssection when employed within turbine components. Instead,
they often maintain more rounded profiles due to manufacturability limitations. A significant number of experimental
and numerical studies address the effects of rib turbulators on
heat transfer in internal channels [1, 56–100]. Considered are
single pass and multipass channels, square and rectangular
channels, and channels with and without rotation.
Several of the earliest experimental studies consider
single-pass, stationary channels with no rotation [62, 68–
71, 78, 92, 93]. Of these studies, Casarsa et al. [62] characterize
the velocity and heat transfer fields in an internal cooling
channel with 90∘ ribs which produce 30 percent blockage.
Included are heat transfer enhancement magnitudes, timeaveraged distributions of mean velocity components, and
time-averaged distributions of normalized root-mean-square
velocity fluctuations. Mahmood et al. [78] present spatially
resolved Nusselt numbers and flow structure are for a
stationary channel with an aspect ratio of 4 and angled rib
turbulators inclined at 45∘ with perpendicular orientations
on two opposite surfaces. The ratio of rib height to hydraulic
diameter is 0.078, the rib pitch-to-height ratio is 10, and the
blockage provided by the ribs is 25 percent of the channel
cross-sectional area. According to these authors, spatially
resolved local Nusselt numbers are highest on tops of the rib
turbulators, with lower magnitudes on flat surfaces between
the ribs, where regions of flow separation and shear layer
reattachment have pronounced influences on local surface
heat transfer behavior. Also important are intense, highly
unsteady secondary flows and vortex pairs, which increase
secondary advection and turbulent transport over the entire
channel cross-section.
Other studies of stationary channels, prior to 2003, with
no rotation, consider single-pass and multipass channels.
Thurman and Poinsatte [97] measure heat transfer and bulk
air temperature in a three-pass duct with orthogonal ribs
and bleed holes both located on one wall. According to these
investigators, changing the locations of the ribs relative to
the holes produces large changes to surface heat transfer
coefficient distributions. Cho et al. [63] employ continuous
and discrete, parallel and cross arrays of ribs in a single-pass
square duct. Discrete ribs with gaps in between are found to
produce more uniform heat transfer coefficient distributions
than continuous ribs. According to these authors, remarkable
enhancements of local and spatially averaged surface heat
transfer rates are possible with rib turbulators, in spite of
lowered local Nusselt numbers at certain locations along
ribbed surfaces.
Computational studies of flows and heat transfer in ducts
with rib turbulators consider straight single-pass ducts [56,
72, 73, 86, 89, 99], two-pass ducts [57], two-pass ducts with
U-shaped channels in between [60, 76, 84, 88, 90], 90∘
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orthogonal ribs [72, 73, 84, 86, 99], 45∘ angled ribs [56, 57,
60, 76, 88–90], 45∘ V-shaped ribs [73], and rotation [56, 57,
60, 72, 76, 84, 88, 90]. In one case [89], the angled ribs placed
on two opposite walls of the channel are rounded. Jia et al. [73]
and Watanabe and Takahashi [99] include experimentally
measured friction factors, Nusselt numbers, and streamwise
velocity fluctuations, which are compared to numerically
predicted results. Rigby and Bunker [85] employ a full threedimensional Navier-Stokes equation solver to investigate the
same complex trailing edge passage of a high pressure turbine
blade investigated experimentally by Bunker et al. [61].
In regard to flow structure, flow recirculation patterns
around a single rib are positioned just downstream of each
rib, and cover a considerable portion of the ribbed wall.
Each of these recirculation zones is often considered to be a
potential hot spot because it is associated with locally lower
surface Nusselt numbers [1, 78]. Downstream of the flow
recirculation zone, downstream of each rib, is a line across
the surface where streamlines reattach. Weak secondary flows
often form downstream of this reattachment line for 90∘
rib turbulators [63]. With angled ribs, additional secondary
flows are induced by flow skewing [1, 62]. Additional data
regarding the effects of the cross-rib arrangement on flow
structure are presented by Mahmood et al. [78] for a 45∘
rib arrangement, by Jia et al. [73] for a square cross-section
with ribs on one wall, and by Watanabe and Takahashi [99]
for a channel with 90∘ rib turbulators. Data which provide
quantitative detail on the recirculation zone which forms
just above a rib, the recirculation zone which forms near
the corner just upstream of a rib, the large recirculation
zone which is present downstream of a rib, and the spanwise
vortex, or second smaller separation zone, which is present in
the vicinity of the downstream bottom corner of a rib are also
given by Casarsa et al. [62]. Note that the sudden expansion
downstream of the rib results in a large recirculation zone.
A shear layer forms between this recirculating flow, and the
high-speed mainstream bulk flow, located just above [62, 99].
According to Casarsa et al. [62], the shear layer reattachment
line exhibits a particular shape near the lateral wall because
side wall boundary layers are altered by the presence of
the rib. When the boundary layer is deviated by the rib,
new streamwise vorticity is generated inside of it. The flow
then rolls up on itself. The result is local deformation of the
reattachment line from a straight line [62].
2.4. Swirl Chambers. Swirl chambers are internal flow passages arranged with either spinning vanes, internal inserts, or
inlets and outlets configured to produce large-scale swirling
of the flow (relative to the chamber dimensions) generally
about the principal chamber axis [105]. This large-scale
swirling and the Görtler vortex pairs that are formed enhance
surface heat transfer rates. Here, the heat transfer and fluid
mechanics within swirl chambers are described as they are
used to augment heat transfer rates for internal turbine blade
cooling, an application introduced by Glezer et al. [106,
107]. Other investigations prior to 2003 employ a variety of
different methods to induce large-scale swirling, generally,
with an overall goal of augmentation of heat transfer rates
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[105–127]. Of these investigations, Hwang and Cheng [118]
employ multiple swirling jets to augment heat transfer in a
triangular duct. In some cases, the highest local heat transfer
enhancements are produced on a bottom surface by wall
jets, whereas in others, the highest local enhancements are
produced on a target wall by impingement jets. Local and
spatially averaged surface Nusselt numbers are given as they
vary with Reynolds number and three different jet inlet angles
[118].
The configuration employed by Hedlund and Ligrani
[115], Hedlund et al. [116], and Ligrani et al. [123] models an
internal passage used to cool the leading edge of a turbine
blade. Multiple inlets are employed at fixed locations, to
induce swirling, which makes this swirl chamber geometry
different from the arrangements used in many other investigations. Hedlund et al. [116] and Hedlund and Ligrani [115]
show that important variations of surface Nusselt numbers
and time-averaged flow characteristics are present due to
arrays of Goertler vortex pairs, especially near the inlets
of the swirl chambers, where Nusselt numbers are highest.
Nusselt numbers then decrease and become more spatially
uniform along the interior surface of the chamber as the
flows advect away from each inlet. Numerous convoluted
Görtler vortex pairs of different size near the concave surface
of the chamber are evidenced by smoke visualizations, as
well as by time-averaged surveys of flow characteristics,
which show regions of positive and negative time-averaged
circumferential vorticity adjacent to each other near the
concave surface. Important Nusselt number variations due
to the Görtler vortex pairs are evident at nearby surface
locations, where higher and lower local Nusselt numbers
correspond to Görtler vortex pair downwash and upwash
regions, respectively.
2.5. Overall Comparisons. Figures 2 and 3 present comparisons of globally averaged Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nu𝑜 and
friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 for rib turbulators, pin fins, swirl
chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimple-protrusion
arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface roughness, and smooth-walled channels. The 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 abscissa scale
in Figure 3 ranges from 0 to 20 (compared to 0 to 80 in
Figure 2) to provide a detailed view of variations over this
friction factor ratio range [1].
According to Ligrani et al. [1], of the techniques considered, swirl chambers give some of the highest levels of
heat transfer augmentation when compared at the same
value of friction factor ratio. In some cases, several of the
rib turbulator configurations produce comparable Nusselt
number ratios. However, pressure losses and friction factor
ratios associated with swirl chambers and rib turbulators
are also relatively high. Many of the rib turbulator configurations produce levels of heat transfer augmentation that
are higher than those produced by the dimple-protrusionsmooth configurations. However, generally, the increases in
pressure losses due to the rib turbulators are also larger
than those associated with the dimple-protrusion-smooth
configurations. 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 magnitudes are as high as 71 for channels
with rib turbulators, and as high as 25 for swirl chambers,
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[129, 130]. Such surface roughness augmenters work as
microturbulators and microvortex generators. These act to
increase mixing and levels of turbulence transport locally
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Nu/Nu𝑜

5

near surfaces. With this mechanism, Nu/Nu𝑜 range from 1.06
to 1.53, and 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 range from 1.18 to 1.75 in Figures 2 and 3 [1].
The data in these two figures are presented again in
Figures 4 and 5. In the first of these figures, globally aver-
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Figure 2: Comparison of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels from investigations prior
to 2003. Globally averaged Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nu𝑜 are
presented as dependent upon friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 [1].

quantity (Nu/Nu𝑜 ) and a friction factor augmentation quantity ((𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )1/3 ), where each is given for the same ratio of
mass flux in an internal passage with augmentation devices
to mass flux in an internal passage with smooth surfaces.
According to Figure 4, the highest Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )1/3 thermal
performance parameters are produced by swirl chambers and
dimple-smooth arrangements, and the lowest are produced
by channels with arrays of pin fins. Results for rib turbulators,
dimple-protrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface roughness, and smooth-walled channels then
generally lie between these distributions [1].
The Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 ) parameter, presented in Figure 5, is
referred to as the Reynolds analogy performance parameter.
The highest values of this parameter are produced by dimplesmooth arrangements, and the lowest are produced by pin
fins. Results for rib turbulators, swirl chambers, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface roughness, and smooth-walled channels then generally
lie between these distributions [1].

6
5
4
Nu/Nu𝑜

aged thermal performance parameters Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )1/3 are
given as dependent upon the friction factor ratio 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 . The
form of this performance parameter is suggested by Gee
and Webb [131] to provide a heat transfer augmentation

3
2

3. Developments Since 2003
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Figure 3: Comparison of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels from investigations prior
to 2003. Globally averaged Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nu𝑜 are
presented as dependent upon friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 [1].

whereas magnitudes for dimple-protrusion-smooth configurations reach only up to 4.5. Nusselt number ratios in
channels with pin fins lie near the bottom of or below the
values for rib turbulators when compared at the same 𝑓/𝑓𝑜
value. Pin fin friction factor ratios are then as high as 76 [1].
Also included in Figures 2 and 3 are Nusselt number ratios
and friction factor ratios for a smooth channel, and for a
channel with three-dimensional, irregular surface roughness

Within this part of the paper, heat transfer augmentation
technologies developed since 2003, generally without consideration of rotation effects, are discussed. The material is
presented in five parts: pin fin arrays, dimpled surfaces and
surfaces with protrusion arrays, rib turbulators, combination
devices, and overall comparisons.
3.1. Pin Fin Arrays. Recent investigations of arrays of pin
fins within internal ducts consider the influences of a variety
geometric and flow parameters. These include pin fin shape
[9], pin fin height [132], streamwise and spanwise pin-fin
spacings [133, 134], streamwise pin fin spacing and Reynolds
number [135], and combinations of pin fins with dimples [5,
136]. Also addressed in recent studies are turning flow effects
on arrangements utilized for trailing edge cooling [137], high
solidity pin fin arrays with incremental replenishment [138],
effects of particle deposition and erosion characteristics on
heat transfer in pin fin arrays [139], and effects of pin fin array
detached spaces [140].
Examples from investigations of shaped pin fin arrays are
shown in Figures 6 and 7 from Siw et al. [9]. Considered
are triangular, semicircular, and circular pin fins. The corresponding three sets of dimensional heat transfer coefficient
results are given in Figure 7. These data sets are obtained at the
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Figure 6: Pin fins element configurations employed in the investigation by Siw et al. [9].
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Figure 4: Comparison of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels from investigations prior
to 2003. Globally averaged thermal performance parameters
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Figure 7: Dimensional heat transfer coefficient distributions in
W/m2 K units for the configurations shown in Figure 6 from Siw et
al. [9].
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Figure 5: Comparison of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels from investigations prior
to 2003. Globally averaged thermal performance parameters
Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 ) are presented as dependent upon friction factor
ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 [1].

same Reynolds number of 25,000 and with the same interpin
spacing, where Reynolds number is determined using inlet
duct hydraulic diameter, and bulk spatially averaged air inlet
velocity. Local qualitative heat transfer coefficient variations
for the circular and semicircular arrays are similar, with
the highest local maxima present near the third and fourth
streamwise rows, just upstream of regions where values

decrease somewhat to approximate fully developed values [9].
With such fully developed conditions, local periodic values
repeat themselves with streamwise development, with local
periodic variations which depend upon streamwise pin fin
spacing. Local values are augmented in the first few rows
of both the circular and semicircular arrays because of the
development and presence of horseshoe vortices around each
pin fin.
As the flow develops farther downstream, local heat transfer coefficients on endwall regions around the triangular pin
fins are higher than values at similar locations for the circular
and semicircular arrangements. Overall, the highest overall
heat transfer coefficients, which are spatially averaged over
all pin fin and endwall surfaces, is produced by the triangular
pin fin arrangement. According to Siw et al. [9], this is a result
of the sharp edges on the triangular elements which generate
wakes with increased shear, more flow mixing, and increased
turbulence transport. The triangular array also gives more
uniform heat transfer coefficient distributions with spatial
location on the endwall [9].
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3.2. Dimpled Surfaces and Surfaces with Protrusion Arrays.
Recent investigations of arrays of dimples and protrusions
consider flow structure from dimpled surfaces [141], Vshaped dimples [142], and effects of arrays of dimples or
protrusions on heat transfer augmentation on the turn-region
of a U-shaped channel used for cooling of a blade tip region
[10]. Examples from this latter investigation, from Sundén
et al. [10], are presented in Figures 8 and 9. The U-shaped
channel arrangements, with either dimples or protrusions,
are shown in Figure 8. Note that a smooth-tip two-pass channel is used as a baseline result for performance comparison.
Numerically predicted dimensionless surface temperature
distributions for the two arrangements are given in Figure 9,
with a dimple result presented on the left and a protrusion
result presented on the right. Here, inlet Reynolds number
is 200,000, where Reynolds number is determined using
inlet duct hydraulic diameter, and bulk spatially averaged
air inlet velocity. In addition, higher numerical values of
the quantity presented in Figure 9 indicate higher absolute
surface temperatures. With both arrangements, local surface
temperatures on the left-hand sides of each image are lower
because of the impingement of cold supply fluid. Higher
temperatures are then present near the side corners, farther
downstream, because of local recirculating flows. In general,
a larger region with lower temperatures is produced by the
protrusion array arrangement, rather than by the dimpled
surface arrangement. According to the investigators [10],
both arrangements give increased turbulent mixing, relative
to the baseline channel, with heat transfer enhancement
ratios as high as 2.0. Both the dimple and protrusion arrangements are thus believed to provide effective means to increase
heat transfer enhancements, with relatively small additional
pressure losses.
3.3. Rib Turbulators. Recent investigations of rib turbulators
address different rib configurations [143–154], as well as a
variety of other geometric parameters, such as continuous
and truncated ribs [155, 156], semiattached rib configurations
[157], and effects of a turning vane arrangement within a
ribbed internal cooling channel [11, 149, 158]. A variety of
internal flow arrangements are addressed, including extraction flow effects and bleed holes [159, 160], different crossflow schemes [161], conjugate heat transfer with crossing jets
[162], and impingement and effusion cooling with ribbed
surfaces [163, 164]. Other recent investigations focus on the
effects of rib arrays in combination with steam cooling [165,
166] and mist/air cooling [167].
Examples from the investigation of Chen et al. [11]
are given in Figures 10 and 11. Within this investigation,
the effects of turning vane configuration are considered
by employing the three U-shaped internal cooling passage
configurations which are shown in Figure 10: (a) test section
1, without a turning vane in the passage turn, (b) test section
2, with turning vane in the passage turn, and (c) test section
3, with turning vane and ribs in the passage turn. Figure 11
presents the experimentally measured Nusselt number ratio
distribution on the ribbed wall for configuration (c) for
Re = 30, 000, where Reynolds number is based upon inlet
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Figure 8: Dimple and protrusion configurations investigated in a
two-pass channel for tip-wall cooling by Sundén et al. [10].

duct hydraulic diameter, and bulk spatially averaged air inlet
velocity. Enhancements from the ribs in the turn region are
apparent within Figure 11. However, according to Chen et
al. [11], distributions for configuration (c) before and after
the turn are similar to distributions for configuration (b).
This leads to the conclusion that the ribs within the turn
have little influence on Nusselt number ratio distributions
before and after the turn. When all three configurations are
considered, the overall spatially averaged Nusselt number
ratio distribution is highest with configuration (a). The
lowest overall pressure loss coefficient is then produced by
configuration (b).
3.4. Combination Devices. Important advances in the development of internal cooling technologies for turbine components result from simultaneous use of different augmentation
technologies together. A number of recent investigations consider combinations of two different types of devices [5, 6, 136,
168, 169]. For example, Amano et al. [168] investigate turbine
blade cooling channels with dimples and rib-turbulators,
Qui et al. [169] and Siw et al. [6] consider cooling channels
with pin fins and rib turbulators, and Rao et al. [5, 136]
employ combinations of pin fins and dimples. Use of three
different devices simultaneously is discussed by Lan et al.
[170] and by Murata et al. [4], who investigate internal passage
cooling with combinations of rib turbulators, dimples, and
protrusions. Another recent investigation focuses on internal
and external cooling methods in combination, by addressing
the interactions between internal ribs and external coolant
film [171]. The combination and interaction of internal ribs
with impingement and/or effusion cooling is described by
Yang et al. [164] and Wang et al. [172].
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Figure 9: Surface temperature distributions for the dimple (left) and protrusion (right) configurations shown in Figure 8, as investigated by
Sundén et al. [10].
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Figure 11: Normalized Nusselt number distribution on the ribbed
wall for test section 3, experimental data for Re = 30,000, from Chen
et al. [11].
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Figure 10: Vane turning test section arrangements, investigated by
Chen et al. [11].

Utilizing pin fins and dimpled surfaces together is illustrated by the results which are given in Figures 12 and 13
from Rao et al. [5]. The pin fin and pin fin-dimple channel
configurations which are investigated are shown in Figure 12.
According to the investigators, the spacing and arrangement
of the pin fin array is an optimal array arrangement for
turbine airfoil cooling. The resulting endwall Nusselt number
ratio distribution, presented in Figure 13, is obtained with
a constant heat flux surface boundary condition for the
pin fin-dimple channel with Re = 18,600, where Reynolds
number is determined using inlet duct hydraulic diameter,
and bulk spatially averaged air inlet velocity. Important
Nusselt number ratio increases are evident near the upstream
edges of the pin fins and near the downstream edges of

1-1

Pin fin

Plexiglas plate

Stainless steel plate

Pin fin

1-1
Plexiglas plate

Dimple Stainless steel plate

Figure 12: Pin fin and pin fin-dimple channel configurations
considered within the channel flow investigation by Rao et al. [5].

the dimples. The former variations are mostly due to the
horseshoe vortices which form at the pin fin/endwall junction
[1, 8], whereas the latter are a result of the different vortex
structures which are periodically shed from the individual
dimples [1, 48, 52]. The results from this investigation show
that overall endwall heat transfer enhancements are larger
for the pin fin-dimple channel, relative to the channel with
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(W/m2 K) for configurations shown in Figure 14 for Re = 25,000 from
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Figure 14: Broken rib, full rib array, and side view of staggered pin
fin configuration from Siw et al. [6].

Figure 16: Rib, dimple, protrusion arrangement, illustrating domain
for numerical analysis, employed in the investigation by Murata et
al. [4].

pin fins only. The investigators [5] attribute this to increased
turbulent mixing near the wall caused by strong vortical flow
shedding from the dimples.
Examples which illustrate the combined use of pin fins
and ribs are presented in Figures 14 and 15, from Siw et al. [6].
The broken rib array, full rib array, and side view of the staggered pin fin configuration, which are utilized, are shown in
Figure 14. The resulting dimensional heat transfer coefficient
distributions for a Reynolds number of 25,000 are then given
in Figure 15 (where Reynolds number is determined using
inlet duct hydraulic diameter, and bulk spatially averaged air
inlet velocity). Here, the ratio of detached spacing between
the pin-tip and the endwall, and pin diameter is 2. The
ratio of pin height and pin diameter is also 2. Inspection
of Figure 15 reveals that the largest heat transfer coefficient
values are generally present with the broken rib arrangement,
most especially at many endwall locations. The investigators
[6] attribute this behavior to excessive vortices which are

generated by the broken ribs. The development of these
vortices seems to occur as horseshoe vortices, which are also a
major contributor to heat transfer enhancement, additionally
continue to be present.
The combined use of rib turbulators, dimples, and protrusions is illustrated by the results which are given in Figures
16 and 17 [4]. The experimental Nusselt number ratio data
in the latter figure are presented for the overall arrangement
shown in Figure 16 for a Reynolds number of 2,000, with two
different protrusion sizes. Here, Reynolds number is based
upon bulk spatially averaged air inlet velocity, and a length
scale equal to two times channel height. Even though the
Reynolds number for this investigation is relatively low, the
results presented are representative of fully turbulent flow
conditions. Note that the data presented in Figure 17 are given
for ratios of protrusion diameter to channel height of 2.54
and 1.70. According to Murata et al. [4], Figure 17 shows
that the highest heat transfer augmentations are present near
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Figure 17: Local Nusselt number ratios for the rib, dimple, and protrusion arrangement employed in the investigation by Murata et al. [4]
for Re = 2,000 and two different protrusion sizes.
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Figure 18: Comparison of relative performance of rib turbulators, pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimple-protrusion
arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface roughness, and smooth-walled channels, including results from investigations after 2003.
Globally averaged Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nu𝑜 are presented as dependent upon friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 .

the leading edge of the protrusion and on the top of the rib
surface. Important augmentations are also occurring near the
downstream edges of the dimples, as well as on an angled
trajectory between adjacent dimples, which is a consequence
of the flow blockage produced by the protrusions. When

the effects of protrusion diameter are considered, Figure 17
also shows that Nusselt number ratios are higher on the
protrusion and ribs when the protrusion diameter is larger.
With the smaller protrusion diameter, an isolated high
Nusselt number ratio region is observed downstream of the
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Figure 21: Schematic diagram illustrating typical channel arrangement and orientation relative to rotational motion, including resulting secondary flows [50].
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Figure 20: Comparison of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels, including results from
investigations after 2003. Globally averaged thermal performance
parameters Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 ) are presented as dependent upon friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 . Symbol definitions are given in Figure 18.

transverse rib segment, which is due to reattachment of the
shear layer, which forms above the flow separation region
present just downstream of the rib.
The combined use of inclined pin fins and wavy endwalls
is described by Takeishi et al. [174] and Motoda et al. [175].
Typically, pin fins with angles of plus and minus 45 degrees,
relative to the flat endwall plane, are employed. Overall,
spatially averaged heat transfer rates are higher on endwalls
with normal pin fins, compared to endwalls with angled
pin fins. However, overall heat transfer increases (for the
entire passage surface area) are present for the angled pin
fin arrangement because of an increase of overall surface
area by a factor of 1.4. Associated pressure drop penalties are
then generally lower when inclined pin fins are employed.
With wavy endwalls also utilized, the average heat transfer
coefficient of the −45 degree inclined pin fins is about the
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Figure 22: Midspan velocity profile for outward radial flow in a
rotating smooth-walled channel from Chen and Liou [101].

same or a little higher than the heat transfer coefficients of pin
fins mounted on a flat endwall. However, the overall pressure
loss penalty of the −45 degree inclined pin fins with a wavy
endwall is generally less than the penalty when a flat endwall
is used.
3.5. Overall Comparisons. Figure 18 presents comparisons of
globally averaged Nusselt number ratios Nu/Nu𝑜 and friction
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Figure 23: Flow visualization images from Elfert et al. [50] for the 180∘ bend region of the two-pass channel, viewing the flow in the negative
z-direction with the bend entrance on the left and the bend exit on the right. (a) Image without rotation. (b) Image with rotation.

Figure 24: Flow visualization image from Elfert et al. [50] for the
180∘ bend region of the two-pass channel, viewing the flow in the
positive y-direction with the bend entrance on the left and the bend
exit on the right.

factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 for rib turbulators, pin fins, swirl chambers, different dimple and protrusion arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels. Included within
Figure 18 are results from investigations since 2003. In regard
to these more recent studies, data from pin fin investigations
[9, 140] are designated with red symbols, data from rib
investigations [6, 154–156] are designated with blue symbols,
data from one mesh cooling study [176] are designated with
green symbols, and data from investigations which employ
dimples and protrusions [4, 10, 142] are designated with
brown symbols. Note that some of the combination device
results from the previous section [5, 11, 136, 164, 168–172] are
not included since friction factor ratio data are not available
in these studies. The mesh cooling arrangement, employed

by Bunker et al. [176], employs a “small diamond with
dimpulators” arrangement. Here, the ratio of dimple print
diameter to channel height is 3.0, ratio of protrusion diameter
to channel height is 3.5, and ratio of rib height to channel
height is 0.15. Description of this mesh cooling arrangement
is also provided by Murata et al. [4]. Also included in Figure 18
are a Nusselt number ratio and a friction factor ratio for
a smooth channel (designated with a yellow symbol), to
provide a baseline comparison. Inspection of Figure 18 reveals
that all of the new data, obtained since 2003, collect within
scatter of the data obtained from investigations conducted
prior to 2003 [1]. The arrangement with the most promising
performance characteristics may be the rib investigation of
Salameh and Sunden [155], since Nusselt number ratios are
as high as 4.2 with a corresponding friction factor ratio of 7.8.
The ribs in this investigation are placed transversely to the
direction of the main flow on the outer wall of the bend of a
U-shaped duct. The ratio of rib height to hydraulic diameter
is 0.1, and the rib pitch ratio is 10. Both continuous and
truncated ribs are considered.
The data in Figure 18 are also presented again in Figures 19 and 20. In the first of these figures, globally averaged thermal performance parameters Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )1/3 are
given as dependent upon the friction factor ratio 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 . The
Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 ) parameter, presented in Figure 20, is referred
to as the Reynolds analogy performance parameter. Like
the results in the previous figure, Figures 19 and 20 show
that all of the new data, obtained since 2003, are collected
within distributions of the data obtained from investigations
conducted prior to 2003 [1].

4. Effects of Rotation
Fluid flows within rotating channels are different from
those in stationary channels because of the development of
secondary flows, such as Coriolis vortices, from rotational
influences. As a result, local surface heat transfer and friction
factor augmentation levels are often altered because of the
presence of rotation.
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Figure 21 shows a typical turbine blade cooling passage
arrangement from Elfert et al. [50]. Here, a two-pass system
is employed, which is rotating in an orthogonal mode, such
that the flat surface which comprises the 180∘ bend between
the two passes is parallel to the axis of rotation. Note that
the rotation is directed from the trailing side to the leading
side of the passage. In modeling a turbine blade, the leading
and trailing surfaces are analogous to the suction and pressure
sides, respectively.
According to Servouze and Sturgis [177], the Coriolis
force is an apparent force that exists in the noninertial, rotating reference frame. Application of the Coriolis effect on radially outward flow results in a force acting towards the pressure
side, whereas application of the Coriolis effect on radially
inward flow results in a force acting towards the suction
side. As a result, Coriolis forces often induce secondary flows
in fluid flows contained within rotating systems. Counterrotating vortex pairs then develop in both radially outward
flows and radially inward flows, with different directions
of vortex rotation for different flow directions (relative to
pressure and suction sides of the passage). Such vortex pairs
are illustrated in Figure 21. Experimental evidence of Coriolis
vortex pairs in rotating channels is provided by Elfert et al.
[50] and Bons and Kerrebrock [178] from Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) experiments, as well as by Chen and Liou
[101] from Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) experiments.
The axial velocity profiles, also shown in Figure 21,
are altered because of the presence of Coriolis vortices.
Midspan velocity profiles for radially outward flow in a
rotating smooth-walled channel from Chen and Liou [101]
are presented in Figure 22. From these results, it is evident
that, as rotation number increases, velocity increases near
the pressure (or trailing) side and decreases near the suction
(or leading) side relative to the mean stream velocity. Other
experimental results from Chen and Liou [39] show that
the opposite velocity profile trend is present for radially
inward flow. Here, overall deviations and skewness (relative
to the mean stream velocity) are quantitatively less as rotation
number increases (relative to radially outward flow).
Figure 21 also shows Dean vortices near the exit of the 180∘
turn and near the beginning of the segment of radially inward
channel flow. Dean vortices develop as a result of curvature
of flow streamlines around the passage bend. A visualization
of such a Dean vortex pair is shown in Figure 23(a) from
Elfert et al. [50] for a stationary, nonrotating channel. With
this arrangement, the vortex pair is approximately symmetric.
With rotation present, the image in Figure 23(b) is obtained
with Coriolis vortices on the left side of the image, before the
flow enters the turn, and distorted Dean vortices on the right
side, just before the flow exits the turn. Here, the influences
of rotation cause the vortices near the suction side to become
more coherent, whereas the vortices near the pressure side
are more distorted and diffuse. This trend continues until
local mixing within and around the pressure side vortices
dominates the channel, as illustrated by the image in Figure 23(b). Overall, diffuse and convoluted secondary flows
and the associated thermal transport mechanisms are most
important near the pressure surface.
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Another important event associated with turning ducts
is formation of a separation flow region on the inner wall
of the channel immediately following the bend, as shown in
Figure 24. According to Elfert et al. [50], the characteristics
and extent of such a separation region depend upon flow
characteristics, such as flow speed, channel geometry, and
channel surface condition.
4.1. Effects of Rotation on Local Nusselt Numbers, Spatially
Averaged Nusselt Numbers, and Overall Thermal Performance.
In general, rotation appears to alter heat transfer distributions
only over very limited portions of channel surfaces. Existing
investigations provide little evidence of overall increases
or decreases in overall thermal performance characteristics
with rotation, at any value of rotation number, buoyancy
parameter, density ratio, or Reynolds number. In many
investigations of internal passage flows with heat transfer and
rotation, the Reynolds number and rotation number are given
by
Re =

𝑈𝐷ℎ
,
]

Ω𝐷ℎ
Ro =
,
𝑈

(1)

respectively. The inlet density ratio is then expressed using an
equation of the form
𝐷𝑅 = 𝑇𝑐 (

(𝜌 − 𝜌𝑐 )
1
1
− )= 𝑤
.
𝑇𝑤 𝑇𝑐
𝜌𝑐

(2)

The buoyancy parameter is then given by the following,
𝐵𝑜 = Ro2 (

𝑅
) 𝐷𝑅.
𝐷ℎ

(3)

The relationships and interdependence of these different
parameters are apparent from these definitions.
In regard to overall rotation effects, the investigations
of Fu et al. [128], Wright et al. [179], and Acharya et al.
[180] generally show that overall thermal performance in
smooth channels is affected more by Reynolds number than
rotation number. According to Fu et al. [128], pressure losses
and Reynolds number are generally insensitive to rotation
number. A similar conclusion is reached if ribbed turbulators
are present in rotating channels [102, 173, 179, 181, 182].
This is largely because of the competing effects of rotation
on the pressure (or trailing) sides and the suction (or
leading) sides of internal channel flows. According to Huh
et al. [104], differences in local Nusselt number ratios for
pressure sides and suction sides are generally a result of the
rotation induced secondary flows caused by Coriolis vortices.
These investigators indicate that (for radially outward flow
channels) the effects of these secondary flows are generally
more pronounced on the pressure sides of channels, where
larger local heat transfer augmentations are often present
(compared to suction sides).
This qualitative trend is often reversed for channels with
multiple passes and turns [58, 64, 65, 74, 75, 77, 81, 100,
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104, 128, 177, 182–206]. This is because, after the first turn,
flow changes from radially outward to radially inward, which
alters the application direction of the Coriolis force. The
overall result for radially inward flow is generally surface heat
transfer augmentations on passage suction sides. However,
note that for channels with more than two passes, the
quantitative consequences of the change in flow direction
often become less pronounced in later passages [74, 185, 188,
189, 194, 202–204, 207].
A number of recent investigations show that rotation
effects on Nusselt number ratios are often suppressed at
high Reynolds numbers. This is illustrated by Nusselt number ratios which tend toward stationary channel values as
Reynolds number increases [58, 64, 65, 74, 82, 104, 128, 182–
184, 186, 187, 191, 200, 201, 206, 208–214]. One rationale for
this behavior is the inverse dependence of Reynolds number
and rotation number, which means that rotation number generally decreases as the associated Reynolds number increases
(provided certain experimental parameters are maintained
constant). Investigations which maintain constant Reynolds
number show that Nusselt number ratios deviate further from
stationary values with increasing rotation number [103, 189,
193, 202, 203, 215–218].
According to Wright et al. [219], rotation effects sometimes become more pronounced at lower Reynolds numbers
when rib turbulators are employed. In general, according to
this study, for Reynolds numbers from 10,000 to 40,000, the
higher thermal performance characteristics, with no rotation,
do not change significantly when rotation is added. The
only exception is observed for Re = 10,000, wherein some
improvement in overall thermal performance with rotation
number is present [219].
For radially outward flow channels, Nusselt number ratio
tends to decrease asymptotically with streamwise development from the channel entrance, with pressure side Nusselt
number ratios higher than suction side values [64, 74,
75, 103, 104, 128, 178, 179, 183, 185–193, 196–198, 200, 201,
204–211, 215, 220–230]. Such trends are due to developing
thermal boundary layers. When rib turbulators are present,
the asymptotic decrease is less pronounced; however, Nusselt
number ratios continue to be larger on the pressure side than
on the suction side [58, 64–66, 75, 77, 81, 82, 100, 128, 177, 179,
182–184, 186, 189, 194, 199, 208, 209, 212, 213, 220, 229, 231–
235].
Many investigations show significant increases in Nusselt
number ratio as internal passages turn from radially outward
to radially inward flow, and from radially inward flow to
radially outward flow [64, 65, 74, 75, 77, 104, 128, 173, 182,
183, 185, 187–189, 191–194, 196–201, 204, 206, 207, 214, 215,
232, 236]. This local augmentation is generally attributed to
the flow impinging on the outer walls of the turn, as well
as the secondary flows resulting from the presence of Dean
vortices. Other investigations show slight decreases in Nusselt
number ratio in turn regions, especially when rib turbulators
are employed [58, 74, 183, 184, 186, 189, 202, 203]. Such
variations may be due to shear, separation, and reattachment
phenomena which become more important than Dean vortex
effects at high Reynolds numbers [64, 65, 74, 104, 128, 182–
184, 186].
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A number of investigations consider rotating channels
with a variable wall temperature surface boundary condition
[128, 186, 194, 201, 207, 215, 217, 218, 227, 228, 234, 236, 237].
In many of these investigations, wall temperature increases
along the length of the channel, with slight decreases through
turn regions.
Investigations which employ naphthalene sublimation to
determine mass transfer generally obtain results which are
consistent with heat transfer experiments [216, 238–247].
However, one drawback of such mass transfer methods is the
absence of buoyancy within experiments.
Several other experimental investigations of heat transfer
and flow behavior in rotating channels consider effects of
channel shape and orientation [169, 248–251], pin fins [169,
251, 252], impingement cooling [253], dimpled surfaces [254],
arrays of spherical protrusions [255], trailing edge cooling
[256–258], and rib turbulators [148, 149, 166, 169, 259, 260].
For example, Tse and Steubner [98] measure different velocity
components in a serpentine channel with 45∘ ribs. Prabhu and
Vedula [83] measure surface static pressure variations with
different channel aspect ratios, and different rotational speeds
in a rectangular channel with tranverse ribs on one wall.
Compared with results from nonrotating ribbed channels
[59, 87], important effects of rotation are evident in the results
from both investigations.
Computational studies of flows and heat transfer in ducts
with rib turbulators consider straight single-pass ducts [56,
72, 73, 81, 86, 89, 99], two-pass ducts [57], two-pass ducts
with U-shaped channels in between [60, 76, 84, 88, 90],
90∘ orthogonal ribs [72, 73, 81, 84, 86, 99], 45∘ angled ribs
[56, 57, 60, 76, 88–90], 45∘ V-shaped ribs [73], and rotation
[56, 57, 60, 72, 76, 81, 84, 88, 90]. In one case [89], the
angled ribs placed on two opposite walls of the channel
are rounded. The results from the most notable of these
investigations with rotation show that the secondary flows
induced by angled ribs, rotating buoyancy, and Coriolis
forces produce alterations to surface heat transfer coefficients,
and flow field structure. This includes the development of
strong nonisotropic turbulence stresses [88, 90]. Jia et al. [73]
and Watanabe and Takahashi [99] include experimentally
measured friction factors, Nusselt numbers, and streamwise
velocity fluctuations, which are compared to numerically
predicted results. Experimental investigation of a complex
trailing edge passage of a high pressure turbine blade is
described by Bunker et al. [61]. Rigby and Bunker [85] employ
a full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation solver to
investigate the same arrangement.

4.2. Effects of Rotation Number. Figure 25 from Zhou and
Acharya [102] shows how spatially averaged pressure and
suction side Nusselt number ratios vary with rotation number. Of course, different trends with rotation number are
present for the two sides of the rotating channel with radially
outward flow. These experimental results from Zhou and
Acharya [102] are obtained for both portions of a two-pass
channel. As a result, opposite trends with rotation number
are also evident in Figure 25 for the suction and pressure
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Figure 25: Spatially averaged Nusselt number ratio variations as dependent upon rotation number for the rotating channel investigation of
Zhou and Acharya [102]. (a) Radial outflow pressure side results. (b) Radial outflow suction side results. (c) Radial inflow pressure side results.
(d) Radial inflow suction side results.

sides for radially inward flow [58, 64, 65, 74, 75, 82, 102–
104, 179, 180, 184, 185, 188–191, 193, 194, 196, 200, 202–212, 216–
218, 221–223, 230, 237, 239, 241, 261–264].
Overall, the results in Figure 25 show that Nusselt number
ratios increase with rotation number for the pressure side
with radial outward flow, and decrease with rotation number
for the suction side with radial outward flow. Decreases

with rotation number are then present for the pressure
side with radial inward flow, and increases are present with
rotation number for the suction side with radial inward flow.
Because of such competing effects on each passage portion,
overall, spatially averaged Nusselt numbers are generally
not significantly different from values, measured in similar
configurations, with no rotation. For many turbine thermal
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designers, local Nusselt number reductions are as, or more
important, than local augmentations. This is because such
degradations of local heat transfer coefficients also must be
understood and correctly accommodated within designs in
order to insure appropriate engine longevity.
4.3. Effects of Inlet Density Ratio. Figure 26 presents spatially
averaged Nusselt number ratio variations as dependent upon
inlet density ratio and rotation number for the rotating
channel investigation of Wagner et al. [103]. Results for a
radial outflow arrangement are presented for suction (top
figure) and pressure (bottom figure) sides of the rotating
passage. Overall, these data show that increasing the inlet
density ratio enhances the Nusselt number ratio for both
pressure and suction side surfaces [74, 102, 103, 173, 188,
189, 202–204, 206, 235, 265, 266]. From Figure 26, it is
apparent that the density ratio has a significant influence on
heat transfer magnitudes over a range of rotation numbers.
According to Hajek et al. [189], inlet density ratio has a
slightly larger effect on the pressure side than the suction
side and diminishing influences in later passages of multipass
and serpentine channels. Because the buoyancy parameter
is proportional to the product of the inlet density ratio
and rotation number squared, alteration of these different
parameters results in different data trends.
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Figure 27: Local area-averaged Nusselt number ratio variations
as dependent upon buoyancy parameter for the smooth surface
rotating channel investigation of Huh et al. [104]. Region 4 is
measured with radially outward flow, and region 12 is measured with
radially inward flow.
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Figure 28: Examples of various channel orientations and aspect
ratios employed for internal cooling of turbine blades from Fu et al.
[128].
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Figure 29: Ranges of experimental parameters for existing investigations of channel flows with rotation. (a) Rotation number versus Reynolds
number. (b) Buoyancy parameter versus Reynolds number. (c) Inlet density ratio versus Reynolds number.

combines the effects of rotation number, density ratio, and
a geometric configuration parameter. With radially outward
flow, Nusselt number ratios increase with buoyancy parameter on the passage pressure side and decrease with buoyancy
parameter on the passage suction side. With radially inward
flow, the converse is generally true, with suction side Nusselt
numbers increasing with buoyancy parameter, such that
values are generally larger than Nusselt numbers measured
on the passage pressure side [74, 100, 102–104, 128, 177, 182,
186, 187, 189, 190, 193, 200, 204, 206, 210, 220–222, 263,
265, 267]. The channel cross-section for the Huh et al. [104]
investigation has a 12.70 mm height, and 23.81 mm width,
resulting in a hydraulic diameter of 16.93 mm.
4.5. Effects of Channel Geometry and Orientation. In regard
to aspect ratio, Fu et al. [128, 187] consider a variety of
arrangements, and often show similar Nusselt number trends
regardless of the aspect ratio, particularly as the buoyancy
parameter is changed. In some situations, Nusselt number
ratios are slightly higher in channels with low aspect ratios. In
addition, pressure losses developing in low aspect ratios are
generally significantly less than channels with higher aspect
ratios [128, 187].

The results in Figure 28 illustrate the variety of different
channel orientations which are sometimes employed within
a turbine rotor blade. From these arrangements, the importance of channel orientation with respect to the rotating
axis is evident because not all internal cooling channels
are oriented perpendicular to the rotating axis. With the
arrangement shown in Figure 21, pressure side is synonymous
with trailing side, and suction side is synonymous with
leading side. Within a 45∘ oriented channel, for example,
designating the suction side and pressure side is not longer
so straight-forward. For example, the suction side can still be
considered the leading side, or it can be considered to be a
combination of a portion of the leading side, a sidewall, and
even a small portion of the trailing side. According to several
investigations [64, 180, 183, 184, 187, 209], rotation appears to
have less influence on heat transfer on the leading and trailing
sides when the channel is oriented at 45∘ , compared to a 90∘
arrangement.
In regard to channel shape, triangular [65, 181, 232, 268,
269] and circular [226, 270] ducts are also investigated. In
regard to triangular arrangements, care is required when
considering the pressure and suction sides of the rotating
passages. Overall, rotation and buoyancy have less influence
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Figure 30: Comparisons of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels [1], with results from
rotation experiments [128, 173]. Globally averaged Nusselt number
ratios Nu/Nu𝑜 are presented as dependent upon friction factor ratios
𝑓/𝑓𝑜 .

on heat transfer in ribbed channels than smooth ducts [269].
In addition, different rib orientations and arrangements produce different Nusselt number ratio distributions, especially
as either the rotation number or the buoyancy parameter
increases [268].
4.6. Effects of Different Wall Heating Arrangements. Several
studies examine the effects different wall heating arrangements. For example, El-Husayni et al. [261] apply uniform
heat flux to several different rotating channel arrangements:
the primary wall only, two opposite walls only, and all
four walls together. All of the other non-heated surfaces
are maintained adiabatic. Comparisons generally show that
the different configurations result in minimal changes to
magnitudes and distributions of local Nusselt number ratios.
The only exception is an increase in Nusselt number ratio
on the pressure side of a ribbed channel with all four walls
at uniform heat flux as the rotation number increases. With
other conditions and arrangements, Nusselt number ratios
either remained constant or decreased. Han and Zhang [210]
consider rotating channels with all four walls at the same
temperature, four walls with uniform heat flux, and with the
pressure side hotter than the suction side. The investigators
conclude that heat transfer coefficients on the pressure side
are higher with uniform heat flux than with uniform wall
temperature. Heat transfer coefficients on the suction side are
then much higher with uniform heat flux and hotter pressure
side, than when a uniform wall temperature is imposed.
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Figure 31: Comparisons of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels [1], with results from rotation experiments [128, 173]. Globally averaged thermal performance
parameters Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )1/3 are presented as dependent upon
friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 .

4.7. Ranges of Reynolds Number, Rotation Number, Buoyancy
Parameter, and Inlet Density Ratio of Existing Investigations.
Investigated ranges of Reynolds number, rotation number,
buoyancy parameter, and inlet density ratio for existing investigations of rotating channel flows are shown in Figure 29.
The overall objective of the related studies is application
of experimental data to the operating conditions of turbine
blades within industrial and aeroengine gas turbine engines.
However, unfortunately, magnitudes of Reynolds number,
rotation number, buoyancy parameter, and inlet density ratio
are generally (in some manner) smaller than the actual values
which are encountered in operating engines. For example, see
investigation of Liou et al. [271].
One reason for these deficiencies is because high rotation
numbers can be achieved by maintaining rotational speed
and reducing the Reynolds number. As a result, rotation
numbers within the range of operating turbines within gas
turbine engines can be produced, but at the penalty of a low
Reynolds number.
As indicated, local, spatially resolved heat transfer augmentations and reductions within rotating channels are
dependent upon both Reynolds number and rotation number. As such, additional, high-quality experimental data are
needed, with high Reynolds numbers simultaneously with
high rotation numbers (to correctly match engine operating
conditions), especially when these two parameters are varied
independently of each other.
4.8. Rotation and Its Relationship to Thermal Performance
Parameters. Here, comparisons are made between results
presented by Ligrani et al. [1] for stationary (nonrotating)

Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )
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Figure 32: Comparisons of relative performance of rib turbulators,
pin fins, swirl chambers, dimple-smooth arrangements, dimpleprotrusion arrangements, dimple-dimple arrangements, surface
roughness, and smooth-walled channels [1], with results from
rotation experiments [128, 173]. Globally averaged thermal performance parameters Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 ) are presented as dependent upon
friction factor ratios 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 .

channels, and experimental thermal performance data from
rotating channels [128, 173]. As discussed previously, Ligrani
et al. [1] present information on heat transfer augmentation
techniques with respect to internal cooling channels, including rib turbulators, pin fins, dimpled surfaces, surfaces with
protrusions, swirl chambers, and surface roughness. Included
are spatially averaged thermal performance parameters as
they relate to friction factor ratios. The comparisons between
the rotating channel experimental data [128, 173] and the
Ligrani et al. [1] results are given in Figures 30, 31, and 32.
The rotating lattice work arrangement [173] is comprised of
a crossing-rib configuration on leading and trailing passage
sides to model a coolant passage with inclined serpentine
subchannels. Each rib in this arrangement is inclined at 45
degrees relative to the radial direction, such that ribs on
opposite walls are arranged with an aligned and crossing
arrangement, such that the subchannel on one surface turns
smoothly to the subchannel on the opposite surface. This
arrangement forces the fluid within the latticework configuration to turn by 90 degrees in a repeated and periodic
fashion. As shown by Figures 30, 31, and 32, the rotating
thermal performance characteristics are distributed such
that they are well within the scatter and distribution of
the stationary channel performance data. This indicates that
rotation has little effect on overall thermal performance
as a function of friction factor. Additional confirmation is
also provided that overall, spatially averaged performance
characteristics from rotating channel studies are generally
insensitive to variations of rotation number.

Many important constraint requirements are imposed upon
the development of internal cooling configurations for gas
turbine engines. Satisfying these constraints requires simultaneous consideration of multidisciplinary issues, such as
manufacturing, airfoil surface cooling requirements, aerodynamic losses, coolant availability, second law losses, available
volume space, airfoil shape, and pressure drop penalties, in
addition to heat transfer and thermal considerations. As a
result, current and future trends for advanced turbine component cooling design require simultaneous development
of external thermal protection schemes, like film cooling,
with internal cooling technologies, including consideration
of the adjacent conjugate conduction variations in adjacent
solid components, as well as associated aerodynamic pressure
loss penalty issues. To meet these requirements, designers,
manufacturers, and researchers must develop internal cooling systems with combinations of different devices together
within one coolant passage. Resulting objectives are optimal
thermal protection and minimal pressure loss penalties.
To provide an overview of the current state of the art of
heat transfer augmentation schemes employed for internal
cooling of turbine blades and components, results from an
extensive literature review are presented with data from
internal cooling channels, both with and without rotation.
According to this survey, a very small number of existing
investigations consider the use of combination devices for
internal passage heat transfer augmentation. Examples are rib
turbulators, pin fins and dimples together [4], a combination
of pin fins and dimples [5], and rib turbulators and pin
fins in combination [6]. The results of such studies are
compared with data obtained prior to 2003 without rotation
influences, as summarized by Ligrani et al. [1]. Those data
[1] are comprised of heat transfer augmentation results for
internal cooling channels, with rib turbulators, pin fins,
dimpled surfaces, surfaces with protrusions, swirl chambers,
or surface roughness.
This comparison reveals that all of the new data, obtained
since 2003, are collected within the distribution of data
obtained from investigations conducted prior to 2003, without rotation influences [1]. A newer arrangement with the
most promising performance characteristics may be the rib
investigation of Salameh and Sunden [155], since Nusselt
number ratios are as high as 4.2 with a corresponding friction
factor ratio of 7.8. The same conclusion in regard to data
distributions is also reached in regard to globally averaged
thermal performance parameters, Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 )1/3 and
Nu/Nu𝑜 /(𝑓/𝑓𝑜 ), as they vary with friction factor ratio 𝑓/𝑓𝑜 .
These comparisons, made on the basis of such judgement
criteria, lead to the conclusion that improvements in our
ability to provide better overall, spatially averaged thermal
protection have been minimal since 2003. However, in spite
of this conclusion, many heat transfer augmentation technologies, developed since 2003, may provide improved local
thermal protection, compared to many devices developed
prior to that time. Such local thermal protection is mostly
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related to local gradients of temperature and heat transfer,
which are also vitally important for the long-term durability
and reliability of gas turbine engines. Local temperature
gradients are also important regarding local thermal stress
magnitudes. The best configurations, with the lowest thermal
stresses, are thus, the ones with the lowest local temperature
gradients.
When rotation is present, existing investigations provide
little evidence of overall increases or decreases in overall
thermal performance characteristics with rotation, at any
value of rotation number, buoyancy parameter, density ratio,
or Reynolds number. In addition, overall thermal performance in smooth channels with rotation is affected more
by Reynolds number than rotation number. Comparisons
between the rotating channel experimental data [128, 173]
and the Ligrani et al. [1] results show that rotating thermal
performance characteristics are distributed well within the
distribution of the stationary performance data, obtained
prior to 2003. This also indicates that rotation has little effect
on overall thermal performance as a function of friction
factor. Additional confirmation is also provided that overall,
spatially averaged performance characteristics from rotating
channel studies are generally insensitive to variations of
rotation number.
This is largely because of the competing effects of rotation
on the pressure (or trailing) sides and the suction (or
leading) sides of internal channel flows. Differences in local
Nusselt number ratios for pressure sides and suction sides
are generally a result of increasing rotation numbers, and the
rotation induced secondary flows caused by Coriolis vortices.
For radially outward flow channels, the effects of these
secondary flows produce local heat transfer augmentations
on the pressure (or trailing) sides of channels, and local heat
transfer decreases on suction (or leading) sides (compared
to similar channels with no rotation). Different trends with
increasing rotation number are present for the two sides of a
rotating channel with radially inward flow.
Local area-averaged Nusselt number ratios are affected by
variations of the buoyancy parameter in the same approximate qualitative manner as when rotation number changes.
With radially outward flow, Nusselt number ratios increase
with buoyancy parameter on the passage pressure side, and
decrease with buoyancy parameter on the passage suction
side (compared to similar channels with no rotation). When
the inlet density ratio is altered, results for a radial outflow
arrangement show that increasing this parameter enhances
the Nusselt number ratio for both pressure and suction side
surfaces over a range of rotation numbers.
To further advance heat transfer augmentation technologies for internal cooling of turbine components of gas
turbine engines, additional high quality experimental data
are needed. Each experimental requires complete documentation of relevant characteristics, including local and
spatially averaged distributions of surface Nusselt numbers,
as well as overall flow passage pressure drop penalties and
friction factor ratios. Relevant engine operating conditions,
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both with and without rotation, must be matched whenever
possible. Additional thermal performance improvements can
be obtained with singular devices utilizing detailed and
extensive knowledge of the effects and interactions between
geometry and configuration details, and the resulting flow
and heat transfer characteristics. Use of novel combination
devices also offers excellent opportunities for improved internal cooling thermal performance. New high quality rotation
experimental data are additionally needed (especially, local,
spatially resolved data), particularly with different inflow
and outflow arrangements, and a variety of heat transfer
augmentation devices.

Nomenclature
Bo:
𝐷:
𝐷:
𝐷:
𝐷ℎ :
𝐷𝑅 :
𝑓:
𝑓𝑜 :
𝐻:
𝐻:
Nu :
Nu𝑜 :
Nu𝑆 :
𝑅:
Re :
Ro :
𝑇:
𝑈:
𝑥:
𝑋:
𝑋:
𝑋∗ :
𝑦:
𝑌∗ :
𝑧:

Buoyancy parameter
Dimple print diameter
Channel length scale
Pin fin length scale
Channel or duct hydraulic diameter
Inlet density ratio, (Δ𝜌/𝜌)𝑖
Friction factor
Baseline friction factor in a smooth
channel with no augmentation devices
Channel length scale
Dimple depth
Local Nusselt number based on channel
length scale
Baseline, constant property Nusselt
number in a smooth channel with no
augmentation devices
Baseline, constant property Nusselt
number in a smooth channel with no
augmentation devices
Rotation radial position
Reynolds number based on channel
length scale and channel
spatially-averaged inlet velocity
Rotation number
Temperature
Channel or duct spatially-averaged inlet
velocity
Longitudinal coordinate
Longitudinal coordinate
Longitudinal coordinate
Normalized longitudinal coordinate
Normal coordinate
Normalized normal coordinate
Spanwise coordinate.

Greek Symbols
𝛽:
𝜌:
]:
Ω:

Rotation angle
Density
Kinematic viscosity
Rotational angular velocity.
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Superscripts
=: Globally averaged value.
Subscripts
𝑐 : Coolant stagnation value
𝑤 : Wall value.
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